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Who Cares if You Get a Break Today!

The views in this publication are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Marian College.

Coming: At Marvin.

[Cartoon image with a clown in the center being tied to poles, with ice cream and other symbols around.
To the Masses,

Since the fans are getting out of hand the weary editors have decided it's time to put our, so to speak. For all those "unknowing newcomers" this is the Carbon of which you have heard such wide acclaim. Mary Clare and Mike Heim are the co-editors of this notorious publication, together with the other faithful (or perhaps mentally unbalanced) staff. These two claim the power and prestige connected with the most widely read publication on campus. Jim Ritzmann is the art director who has just admitted that he can produce artistic creations better sober anyway. Strike down one more victim of the peculiar creature that seemed to ingest so many of our comrades last spring. Vickie Henegy lasted a whole year at the keys and has returned this year, pending some mysterious payoff from Heim. I don't know if that will be enough incentive to keep her typing all year but we'll keep hoping. Then there's Larry Leggett, our brilliant men's sports writer. He's our 'dark' horse candidate for "Writer of the Year" honors. Holly Bruns completes the staff. Though she seems to be a bit laid up presently, she will be ready for the b-ball season we're assured. Never the less until she gets mauled or named by her rookie teaching experience she will be giving us up to the minute reports on women's sports.

The Carbon will gladly accept any and all contributions from any aspiring writers out there in Marvin land. They can either be given to a member of the Carbon staff prior to press time on Thursday or placed in the Carbon mailbox in the Student Services office in the SAC building. (We won't print them, but it helps to justify our existence as a student newspaper.)

So be sure to get your copy of the Carbon each week at your favorite newsstand. It always makes good lining for your genital cage, so you can't go wrong.

The Editors

To the Masses,
The career/occupation information library in the SAC hallway outside of my office is currently undergoing a change. With the help of work study students I am trying to organize and categorize all information we have. I plan on using the D.O.T. (Dictionary of Occupational Titles) number system and the Occupational Outlook Handbook as the key to understanding and using the system. I will explain these tools in more detail later on this month.

Literature on various businesses, agencies, etc. will be filed alphabetically in individual folders. I am also involved trying to obtain more career literature as well as material on specific businesses and organizations. I hope to purchase, obtain "free-bbee" materials, and ask for duplicates and slightly dated materials from other institutions.

I need many more materials, and the library is helping also in obtaining and locating them. Once the new system is functional, it will be easier to utilize resources and your efforts will hopefully be more effective. I want to end the confusion and disorder of the present "surface space" layout of the career library center. Your cooperation in replacing materials will still be needed, as is the case in all self-help systems, but there will be a definite place to put the materials once you are finished with them.

If anyone has ideas, comments, or wants to help out with this project, please contact me by phone. Ext. 262 or in person.

Thank you
Merle V. Tebbe

---

To the Masses,

The fun is over. Summer's gone and it's time for serious business, like Intramural sports. The first IM softball games have begun, and already teams are getting stomped. Be sure and check the Bulletin board for schedules to avoid those annoying forfeits. Next week, we'll have a complete report on the first two weeks of competition.

IM football starts late in September. There is much plea bargaining and shuffling of players going on (as expected). But, this season should be extremely tough (especially with the addition of an ex-linebacker from IU). Official sign-up will be quite soon—and, all the results will be covered completely in this column.

Right now, be sure to polish your balls (bowling, that is) and sign up for the Friday Bowling League at 421 Bowl (72rd and Michigan). Competition for teams of 5 will be from 6 to 9 pm each week. 421 Bowl has decent lanes, but watch your step—there are numerous young ruffians and delinquents that frequent this ten-pin emporium.

Before the end, a commentary by the Kid. The NFL regular season starts Sunday. I predict this year will be a BEAR—-a Chicago Bear!! Don't laugh because the Bears have rebuilt and playing good football. I've gone thru ten years of pure hell because of my support for them, but no more. Look for a strong second place finish for the C.B.'s.

---

CRUEx CORNER
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Right now, be sure to polish your balls (bowling, that is) and sign up for the Friday Bowling League at 421 Bowl (72rd and Michigan). Competition for teams of 5 will be from 6 to 9 pm each week. 421 Bowl has decent lanes, but watch your step—there are numerous young ruffians and delinquents that frequent this ten-pin emporium.

Before the end, a commentary by the Kid. The NFL regular season starts Sunday. I predict this year will be a BEAR—a Chicago Bear!! Don't laugh because the Bears have rebuilt and playing good football. I've gone thru ten years of pure hell because of my support for them, but no more. Look for a strong second place finish for the C.B.'s.

---

To the Masses,

Have you ever dreamed of doing the mile in thirty-seconds? Have you ever imagined flying like a bird?

Skydiving can make these dreams a reality. Sure it is not the normal leap from an airplane to jump from more than 3,000 feet. But skydiving isn't meant to be your average run of the mill sport. Sure, Newton's Law is still applicable, but it's a soft landing. There will be a talk given Wednesday night at 7:30pm in rm. 215 to dispel the frightening tales of gory deaths and to put skydiving in the proper perspective.

---

CARBON APPLAUDS:
- WEBANUT KURATZ - HORNY CHICKS
- THE BUDDIST BOMBER
- PIZZA AT PIZZA HUT
- INTEGRATION IN THE CATH
- BOONE'S MEDIUM SIZE UNHOMABLES
- JOHN AND WOODY AT BUDS
- EXCELLENT ORIENTATION
- CAPTAIN JOHN II
- SOUSE OF THE HOUSE AND THE PLEASANT HOUSEMOM PLUCKER
Dear Carbon,

I was under the impression that donating blood was a very humane and important thing to do. Obviously there are a few [illegible] campus (faculty) who think otherwise. Many people have put in long hours and time to make Blood Bank Signs to be posted throughout the school. These posters are to encourage donors to give the gift of life-- their Blood!! After posting these signs in Marian Hall--- they were quickly taken down by some faculty member who must feel these posters have no important message. It was against policy to have them up so they must come down! Who cares about spreading the word to donate blood--who needs it!!!!! I really hope the person who removed the signs never does!

A Blood Donor

To the Carbon,

I want to thank everyone who worked on orientation-- from its planning last spring to the execution of various activities these past weeks. There will be a meeting on Thursday, Sept. 16, 12:30 in Marian Hall, Room 205 for anyone who wants to provide feedback concerning any and all aspects of this year's orientation. Your comments and evaluation will provide a basis from which to plan next year's orientation.

Present Freshmen are "experts" on this since you are the targets of our efforts on this. One of last year's freshmen are "experts" on this since you are the targets of our efforts on this. Present freshmen are "experts" on this since you are the targets of our efforts on this. One of last year's Orientators is standing by to help at the meeting. If you have any ideas-- let me know, because the more input the better.

If you cannot attend the meeting on Thurs. at 12:30, give me a call at 262 or stop by and tell me your thoughts about orientation. I am located in SAC by the job bulletin board. I would appreciate your time and efforts on this.

Thank You,

Merie Tebbe

To the Carbon,

One of the highly sought after social events in recent Marian College history has been the "Beer Blast". Well, a Blast is coming on September 18th from 8:30 to 12:30 at St. Thomas Aquinas gymnasium (46th and Illinois).

The main attraction will be a disc-jockey but of course there will be cold beer on tap and soft drinks. The 'Beer Blast' has proven to be a great place to relax, meet those guys or gals you have not yet met, dance, drink . . .

This social outing is open to all the Marian community and their guests so the steering committee urges everyone to leave this date, September 18th, free on your calendar. More information and a map will come in next week's Carbon.

To Marian Students,

As I sit to write this letter, there are numerous subjects which I want to include. All I can do is try to express a few thoughts at this time.

We've had a very successful orientation and 2 weeks of school year 1976-77. This year is already showing the hopes I've prayed for all summer. As I look at names of student leaders leading various clubs and organizations, I see a list which unites Christian leadership, love of school and a strong will to succeed within their lives. As I begin to tell of what the Student Board is doing and will try to do this year, I can only picture open roads ahead.

The board has voted not to renew its membership with the NSA (National Student Ass.) for this year. MCSA has joined the ISA (Indiana Student Association) for the first time. This membership will better spread our name, besides enabling us to become more involved with state supported and independent schools in Indiana.

We have two votes on a general assembly composed of the private schools. The ISA offers Marian students an involvement with a coordinated state lecture bureau, SLIP (Student Legislative Involvement Program), and several other programs. The most important aspect of our involvement will be to gain awareness of what is happening on college campuses, similar to ours, in Indiana. From many things I've learned, Marian students have more than alot to be thankful for in relation to policy, judicial structures, resident living, organized Day student Ass. etc.

The student Ass. budget will probably not exceed more than $1300.00 this year. This money, coming from students activity fees, will not come close to matching the well over $1900.00 clubs and organizations, etc. have asked for in budgets. The budget committee is meeting with people to help itemize expenses and solve scheduling conflicts, over-planning, etc. Be patient, we all want and need good planning. Also, it's not as important to fill up nights on a calendar as it is to schedule well planned and publicized activities and programs.

For special interest clubs, it is very important to review expanded budget allocations, needed expenses, because the board must be responsible to the entire student body for the money allocated.

Marian students are represented in some way on most committees and councils within the college. We (all of us) need and want your concern and feedback. There will be no excuse for "bitching." I have much confidence and trust in faculty, administration and students. Student board representatives will meet monthly with the college executive officers to voice your concerns and/or problems.

Communication lines are open with trust, confidence, and an eagerness for a better Marian College.

The Student Board is a voice for students. It will be responsible to you. Come over on Sunday evenings around 7:30 at SAC. If you've been before, come back and see the new curtains and fresh paint.

There are many more fresh ideas, different attitudes shopping around Marian. But Marian will still be only what we want it to be.

Sincerely,

Dave Record
Pres.-MCSA
Continued from page 3

"Just thinking", inspirational reading (the books there are for borrowing), and programs sponsored by the Campus Ministry. Other campus groups concerned with developing a spirit of community and service are welcome to use the center, but should make a reservation by calling ext. 560 or 232.

The bulletin boards outside the center and the Chapel will provide information on notices that you would like for the center to publicize, call the above extensions. You have also received a schedule of events that the Center is sponsoring and you will hear more about them in the future. Remember that the Campus Ministry is for your service.

Sister Sue Brandsnaw

------------------------------

STUDENT BOARD MINUTES

A Board meeting was held Sunday Aug. 29, 1976 at 7:30 p.m.

Reports:
Treasurer: Stan Krekel reported that the Board at the present time had $3,215.64 for the academic year as of Aug. 22nd.
Social Planning: Movies and a cance trip are in the planning.
Seniors: Senior picnic Sept. 24th and 25th.
Juniors: Meeting Aug. 23rd at 9:00 p.m.
Sophomores: Orientation was a complete success.
DSA: Elections this week for members.
President: Due to damage at the Alumni party at the end of last year the Board gave the association $125 to help with the expenses.
Two meetings of the ISA were held and Dave attended to get acquainted with other members on May 8th. The second meeting was held on June 14th. At that meeting we joined the Lecture Bureau.
Old Business
$50 for the National Student Association had been tabled from the last meeting and a vote was taken not to join the NSA. The vote was unanimous.
Tim Aiken declined to be Student Board Advisor and so we had a discussion on the matter and appointed Ken Ermendorf as our advisor.
New Business
Judicial Panel was appointed and the members are Dan Coe, Sue Sommer, and Joe Nagy.
Conduct Appeals Board -- Jackie Thiesing, Mary Clare and Mike Bauer.
Parents weekend will be the 5th and 6th of November.
The new budgets will be coming out in the next few weeks but there is nothing definite yet on money distribution to the clubs.
Meeting was adjourned at 8:55 p.m.

Submitted,
Tim Bader
Sec. MCSA

To The Carbon,

Here I am sitting in the Marian College pub, listening to soothing music and sipping on some of that ice cold beer. But wait, is this a figment of my imagination or could it be real? Hopefully we are on the way to making this dream come true. In this article I will propose some notions which will help us on our journey.

These are some of the reasons for the initiating of a pub on Marian Colleges Campus.

1) Why can't Marian college, a catholic institution, allow its 21 year olds to drink on campus? It seems to me that our fellow students at a certain Seminary in Indiana have this privilege. Don't they have the same goal of dynamic catholicity as that of Marian College?

2) The pub would provide an atmosphere were we as students could get together and shoot the bull and also allow us to enjoy each other more.

3) Some may say that we do not have the funds to operate such a facility. But we could do as an Ohio college has done and get a Brewing company to sponsor our pub if we serve their beer and no-one else.

4) There is no legal question involved because all beer would be sold on a donation basis, therefore missing the getting of an beverage license.

5) A location is no problem since the house by Doyle Hall is unoccupied and a fine place for the pub since it is a sufficient distance form the chapel.

All in all, I think that these are some very good reasons for Marian College to get with the times and have a pub on campus.

Muck Fichigan State,
Buckeye

Dear Carbon,

For anyone who was unable to attend Dr. Appleby's course on study skills, you can still benefit from it. Each session was taped and can be checked out from the library circulation desk along with a cassette player. Don't miss your chance to pick up on, or to relive those helpful hints and words of wisdom from Drew.

His former pupil,
Merle

A CHANGE OF HABIT

A Nun once observed two young rabbits, As she watched them out "dagnabit" She was cursed with a hex Which permitted no sex So she made a complete change of habit.

How to Cop a Juice Buzz

HELPFUL HINTS

First purchase copious quantities of fermented hops, grain or fruit from your local dealer.

FAMILY LIQUOR

ENGAGE IN CONSCIOUS CONSUMPTION DURING A PERIOD OF VORACIOUS LIBATION...

SHORTS BEER

ASSUME "Laid-back" POSITION AS BUZZ SHOULD BE IMMEDIATE.

ANOTHER CASE
FREE PRESS

ICE CREAM SOCIAL

Voter Registration and Absentee Ballot Info
Tue., Sept. 14, 11:00-12:30
Red Room, Clare Hall
Across from Café Entrance. Sponsored by the League of Women Voters.

FRIDAY SEPT. 17
8:00-?
Sponsored by Junior Class, films DOOR PRIZES

FRIDAY BOWLING

PUTT PUTT GOLF
Saturday Nite
12 pm - 2 am
34th and High School
Transportation Provided
Blue Goose at Clare
11:45
$1.00 per person
Must have I.D.'s

BEER BLAST
Sat. Sept. 18
8:30-12:30
St. Thomas
(maps next week)

JOB OPENING!!!
Chairman of People's Republic of China
Qualifications: aptitude for ping pong
must like frozen ice
inimitable capacity for sociability, must be able
to tan with I.D.

Fringe Benefits:
1-door kickshaw
immunity to yellow fever
weekly salaries according your luxury junk

Don't be a "no-culture" person. Get one inside about things